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Open-Plan Offices: Bad Fad?
 Shown to decrease employee collaboration rather than increase in a recent 
Harvard study

 Was supposed to offset people being less productive

 Only benefit is companies need less floor space, therefore lower rents

 Counter intuitive to try to save money with less office space by being less 
productive

 Cheapest option is to work from home more since more and more people 
communicate via email no matter the environment



Toronto’s Wood Office Building
 Hines will be building the tallest office tower in North America that uses wood 
as its integral element

 11 floors and 240,000 SF

 Hines leads the T3 (timber, transit, technology) trend and have been pushing 
regulations and finding ways to meet codes to develop bigger buildings

 Hines hopes it is a way to keep beams and other aesthetically pleasing looks, 
while also having bigger windows in office space

 Even though the buildings cannot hold more tenants, the ceiling heights are 
13 ft compared to a traditional 9 ft so it feels like more space



New Coworking Concept from the NFL
 Dallas Cowboys are letting executives share office space with the Cowboys’ 
corporate headquarters

 Attraction is to build a relationship with Jerry Jones Sr. (Owner)

 Building an 18,000 SF coworking concept in the team’s corporate hq

 A part of the 91-acre mixed-use development that is going to connect executives 
and fans to the Dallas Cowboys

 Cowboys Fit and Cowboys Club are also large attractions on the site

 They are hoping to be able to hand select what executives and businesses they 
have in their social club for branding and public attraction



The Change of Late-Cycle Real Estate Investing
 Global economy is expected to be in its first downturn since the great 
recession of the next couple of years

 Investments are now focused on industrial and multifamily projects in 
comparison to retail and office before the great recession

 Even in an economic downturn, seems as though multifamily and industrial 
markets will remain hot because of e-commerce and the shifting of 
homeownership

 Although coworking is providing a new and exciting way to lease office space, 
it is very high risk, which could cause problems in an economic downturn



No ‘Bloodbath’ foreseen for Buckhead Market
 Buckhead developers learned from past “bloodbath” to not build office 
towers without some secured tenants

 Also learned to not rely on a huge amount of debt

 Buckhead has now set record high rental rates and has relatively low 
vacancy rates

 Tower Place will be the second Class AA office built in the last 10 years in the 
market

 Amenities, location and mixed-use of the tower looks to be  a positive 
investment

 Significant positive absorption in Buckhead as well as Atlanta becoming 
more of a hub for big companies keeps demand high



Banks Cutting Back on Commercial Real Estate 
Lending

 Cutting back based on property value growth and rising construction costs 

 Preparing for a potential economic downturn?

 Banks have increased their reserve for losses up to $124.7 billion

 Total commercial real estate holdings fell by .41% in 2018, the first time there 
was not positive growth since 2011

 Even though there is more competition in the lending market, many people 
believe that the slowdown in lending is intentional


